MY LADTS CHAMBER
uncle's judgment was good, it had been the dining-hall,
for as such it was sparsely furnished with two tables
running lengthwise and another running breadthwise
and set on a little dais. This one was served by four
or five massive stalls, but the others were flanked
by benches or not at all.
I made up my mind that I must enter this room—if
possible, unobserved, for so alone could I stand between
my darling and Harris, to say nothing of Father
Herman, who, though I could scarce believe it, would
actually offer her violence if only he had the chance.
More. I must enter at once, without any further delay,
for Hubert or Palin might any moment arrive by
the way I had come, and when Harris knew himself
surrounded he would instantly join his captive to
place himself in a position to make his infamous
terms.
Now Harris and his companions were standing
some three or four paces from the foot of the spiral
stair, for that was the distance of the door of the room
I sought. I, therefore, drew my pistol and stepped
out into the passage with infinite care. At this moment
no one was speaking, so that I had nothing to aim at
—not even the sound of a voice, but as fast as I could
press trigger, I fired three times at a venture into
the dark.
I believe that they ran for cover like so many hares,
but to this I cannot swear, for the roar of my pistol
not only covered all sounds but left me half deaf
myself for a quarter of an hour. Indeed, for all I
knew, I might have butchered the three, but with that
I was not concerned, for my one idea was to enter
the dining-hall, and, before the echoes had faded, I
flung myself at the door.
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